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Abstract� Although ATM �Asynchronous Transfer Mode�	 is a widely
accepted standard for WANs �Wide Area Networks�	 it has not yet been
widely embraced by the NOW community	 because �i� most current ATM
switches �and interfaces� have high latency	 and and �ii� they drop cells
when �even short
term� congestion happens� In this paper	 we present
ATLAS I	 a single
chip ATM switch with �� Gbits�sec aggregate I�O
throughput	 that was designed to address the above concerns� ATLAS
I provides sub
microsecond cut
through latency	 and �optional� back

pressure �credit
based� �ow control which never drops ATM cells� The
architecture of ATLAS I has been fully speci�ed and the design of the
chip is well under progress� ATLAS I will be fabricated by SGS Thomson	
Crolles	 France	 in ��� �m CMOS technology�

� Introduction

Popular contemporary computing environments are comprised of powerful work�
stations connected via a high�speed network� giving rise to systems called work�
station clusters or Networks of Workstations �NOWs� ���� The availability of such
computing and communication power gives rise to new applications like multime�
dia� high performance scienti�c computing� real�time applications� engineering
design and simulation� and so on� Up to recently� only high performance parallel
processors and supercomputers were able to satisfy the computing requirements
that these applications need� Although recent networks of workstations have the
aggregate computing power needed by these high�end applications� they usually
lack the necessary communication capacity� Although there exist several high�
speed interconnection networks speci�cally designed for NOWs� no one of them
has clearly dominated �or is likely to dominate� the market yet �	� �
� ����

Recently� ATM �Asynchronous Transfer Mode�� a widely accepted standard
for WANs �Wide Area Networks�� gains increasing popularity in Local Area



Communications as well� Although� ATM was initially developed for Telecom�
munications over Wide Area Networks� it can also be e�ciently used for commu�
nications over LANs� for several reasons� including �i� ATM provides �xed�size
cells that make communication hardware simpler and faster� �ii� ATM cells are
small allowing low latency� which is of utmost importance in LANs� and �iii� by
using the same ATM equipment both for LANs and WANs� costs will be reduced
through mass production�

Although several ATM�based NOWs are in everyday operation around the
world� there are several concerns whether ATM is appropriate as an intercon�
nection network for NOWs for the following reasons

� Most ATM switches �and interfaces� have high latency today In several cases�
end�to�end application latency over ATM is similar to the latency observed
over more traditional networks� like Ethernet� Thus� most applications that
communicate using short messages� will not bene�t from such ATM equip�
ment of today signi�cantly�

� ATM switches drop cells when �even short�term� congestion happens ATM
was originally developed for voice and image transmission over WANs� In
such an environment� it is more important to deliver the information on
time �even if it has to be slightly distorted�� than to delay the information�
For example� if short�term congestion happens during the transmission of
live�video image� and some cells are dropped �as a result of the congestion��
the human viewers of the video will at most see a short�term distortion in
their image� if they notice it at all� However� dropping cells when data �e�g�
text� is transferred over LANs is not acceptable� Dropping cells will result in
incomplete messages that have to be retransmitted� which increases latency
and wastes bandwidth�

In this paper� we present ATLAS I �ATm multi�LAne Switch I�� a general�
purpose� single�chip gigabit ATM switch� with credit�based �ow control and
other advanced architectural features� ATLAS I is being developed within the
ASICCOM �Atm Switch for Integrated Communication�COmputation� and Mon�
itoring� project�� ATLAS I was designed to address the above concerns� ATLAS
I can be e�ectively used as a high�speed ATM switch for NOWs because

� ATLAS I provides cut�through routing� and its latency is well under one
microsecond�

� ATLAS I �optionally� provides multi�lane back�pressure �credit�based� �ow
control i�e� it never drops cells� In back�pressure �ow control� an ATM cell
is transmitted to the next switch only if there is guaranteed bu�er space to
store it� Thus� data can be reliably transferred to their destination without
wasting throughput and time for retransmissions�

The architecture of ATLAS I has been fully speci�ed and the design of the
chip is well under progress� ATLAS I will be fabricated by SGS Thomson� Crolles�
France� in ��
 �m CMOS technology�

� the �Gigabit Switching� task project of the European Union ACTS �Advanced Com

munication Technologies and Services� Programme�
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Fig� �� ATLAS I chip overview

� Description of ATLAS I

The ATLAS I chip is a building block for high speed ATM networks� for both
wide and local areas� ATLAS I based systems can participate in general ATM
WANs or LANs as nodes� or they can be used to build complete networks or
subnetworks of larger ATM con�gurations� With appropriate interfaces� they
can interoperate with third vendors� equipment that complies to the standards�
and they o�er the additional advantages of credit �ow control when operating
within appropriate environments� The ATLAS I chip is a full ATM switch� since
it provides all necessary functionality required by the standards� except for man�
agement� Although management functions are not provided on�chip� ATLAS I
includes the necessary support for a management processor to be either directly
attached to it or accessed through the network itself� the resulting con�guration
provides full ATM switch functionality�

ATLAS I is a single�chip ��� �� ATM switch� with unidirectional� point�to�
point� serial links� running at �		��� Megabits per second� each�

Figure � illustrates the main characteristics and features of this chip� which
are explained below�

�� Gbps Aggregate I�O Throughput� the �� incoming links can handle a
sustained throughput of �� � �		��� Mb�s� i�e� an aggregate throughput of ���

Gigabits�second� The �� outgoing links� operating in parallel with the incoming
links� o�er an aggregate output throughput of another ���
 Gb�s�

Link Bundling� ATLAS I is con�gurable so that its links can operate either as
individual independent links of �		 Mbps each� or as pairs of links operating at
��	
 Gbps �the pair�� or as quadruples of links operating at 	�
 Gbps �the quad��
or as octets of links operating at 
�� Gbps �the octet�� Furthermore� mixtures of
the above con�gurations� for di�erent links are acceptable�



CMOS Technology� ATLAS I will be implemented in CMOS technology which
o�ers the advantages of high density and lower cost �compared to BiCMOS
or GaAs�� The high speed �serial� links will operate in CMOS� using BULL�s
�STRINGS� technology �	
��

Low Latency� ATLAS I provides cut�through routing � the head of a cell can
depart from the switch before its tail has entered the switch� Short latency is
of crucial importance for several distributed and parallel computer applications
running on NOWs� as well as in building switching fabrics that o�er low over�
all delay� The ATLAS I cut�through latency is considerably shorter than one
microsecond� This represents more than an order of magnitude improvement
relative to today�s ATM switch boxes� No valid comparison can be made to the
latency of unbu�ered crosspoint chips that are used to build switching fabrics�
since� unlike ATLAS I� these chips are not complete ATM switches�

Cell Bu�ering� SharedQueueing� ATLAS I is not merely a crosspoint switch�
ing matrix �it contains much more than that� starting with an on�chip cell bu�er
for 	
� ATM cells ���� Kbits�� Within this shared space� 
� �logical� output
queues are maintained� output queueing o�ers the best switching performance�
Moreover� for non�backpressured tra�c� memory space is shared among all lines�
which is the queueing structure that gives the best utilization of the available
bu�er space�

Three Priority Levels � Service Classes� ATLAS I supports� via distinct
queues� three service classes� at a di�erent level of priority each� These distinct
logical queues are also organized per output� thus eliminating head�of�line block�
ing� they all share the same physical bu�er space � the shared cell bu�er� The
top two priorities are intended for policed tra�c� while the low priority is in�
tended for non�policed ��ooding� tra�c� The top priority is non�back�pressured�
while the two bottom ones are �optionally� back�pressured � see discussion on
�ow control� below� The top priority class is designed for voice and other simi�
lar real�time tra�c� where dropping cells is preferable over delaying cells during
congestion periods� The middle�priority class is intended for policed data and
other similar tra�c� where we wish to o�er certain performance guarantees to
the user� and we also wish that cells are not dropped� The lowest priority class
is appropriate for best�e�ort data�

Multicasting� Any entry in the translation table of ATLAS I can specify a
mask of output links to which a corresponding incoming cell will be multicast�
The VP and VC numbers of all outgoing cells� for a given incoming cell� are all
identical to each other�

Flow Control� ATLAS I features advanced �ow control capabilities� Besides
ATM Forum standard EFCI� optional credit �ow control is additionally provided�



Multi�lane �VP�VC�level� credit �back�pressure� �ow control� like what ATLAS I
o�ers� has many� important advantages over rate �ow control � the current ATM
Forum standard� Low priority tra�c always ��lls in� the available throughput�
and cells are never dropped� resulting in full utilization of the �expensive� link
capacity� transmission can start right away at top speed� being automatically
throttled down to the correct level� and retransmissions are not needed� resulting
in the minimum possible transmission time for a given message�

IEEE Standard ��		 
HIC� Links� The ATLAS I links run ATM on top
of IEEE Std� ��

 HIC�HS as the physical layer� Although ATM today is most
frequently run on top of SDH�SONET �STM��STM��� ATM is a network�level
protocol that is independent of physical layer� ATM has already been run on
top of at least UTP��� T��T�� E��E�� STM��STM�� and FDDI�physical� HIC
�IEEE ��

� is our link protocol of choice� because ATLAS I is optimized for
short�distance links� as found inside large ATM switch boxes for WANs and in
local and desktop area networks� Although HIC needs a higher signaling �Baud�
rate than SDH�SONET for a given e�ective �data� bit rate� HIC is much simpler
than SDH�SONET to implement in hardware� in fact� �� SDH�SONET interface
circuits would not �t on the single chip of ATLAS I� Second� all cells on an
SDH�SONET link must be aligned on cell�time boundaries �idle periods last for
an integer number of cell times�� whereas cells on a HIC link can have arbitrary
byte�aligned starting times� This reduces the average �cut�through� latency of the
switch �under light load� by half a cell time ���� ns�� which is important in local
area applications� Third� for short distance links and correspondingly small bu�er
spaces� the transmission of a �ow control credit cannot cost as much as an entire
cell� neither can it be delayed until it gets bundled with other credits inside a cell�
SDH�SONET leaves no room for credit transmission outside cells� while HIC�HS
allows credits to be encoded in a straightforward way� on arbitrary byte�aligned
times� using dedicated control character�s�� To yield a net SONET�OC��	 rate
of �		��� Mb�s �����	� Mcells�s�� HIC�HS uses a signaling rate between ����
and ���
 GBaud �����	� Mcells�s � 
� to �	 characters�cell � �	 b�character��
depending on whether single�lane and�or multi�lane back�pressure is enabled�
This high data rate requirement results mainly from HIC�HS�s encoding of each
byte using �	 bits� The advantage of this encoding� however� is that no external
crystals and no internal PLLs �expensive circuits� are needed for each incoming
link of every ATLAS I chip� in this tradeo� situation� HIC�HS is clearly the
option to be chosen� given the optimization of the switch chip for short links�

Load Monitoring� ATLAS I includes hardware support for the accelerated
measurement of the cell loss probability �CLP� of its real tra�c� for non�back�
pressured classes of service� In order to accelerate the measurement� this hard�
ware simulates a set of bu�ers of smaller size than the real chip bu�er� loaded by
a �di�erent� subset of the real VCs each� and measures their �increased� CLP�
The measurement is completed in software� by running a sophisticated extrapo�
lation algorithm that computes the real CLP from the simulated CLP�s ����



� Credit�Based Flow Control

In switch�based networks� contention for outgoing links of switches may lead
to bu�er over�ows� these are handled in either of two ways� Some networks
allow packets�cells to be dropped� and use end�to�end congestion control proto�
cols ���� 	��� Other networks use credit�based �back�pressure� �ow control� on a
hop�by�hop basis� so as to never drop packets� ATLAS I supports both meth�
ods� In networks �or service classes� where cell dropping is allowed� ATLAS I
provides ATM Forum standard EFCI �	��� In addition� ATLAS I implements
optional� multi�lane credit �ow control� which has many important advantages
as explained below�

We believe that credit�based �ow control will be mostly useful in high�
performance applications running on top of a Network of Workstations� Parallel
applications provide the underlying interconnection network with lots of bursty
tra�c� Many�to�one communication patterns that are very common in paral�
lel programs� can easily lead to severe network contention� Although rate�based
�ow control has been proposed to regulate �ow in ATM networks� it works at
its best only when the tra�c sources behave in a repeated predictable way �e�g�
voice�image transmission�� In the presence of unpredictable bursty data tra�c�
rate�based �ow control algorithms drop cells leading to messages arriving incom�
plete� To ensure reliable data delivery� programmers are forced to use a high�level
�ow control protocol �e�g� TCP�IP� on top of the hardware�provided rate�based
�ow control� Unfortunately� such high level protocols take large amounts of CPU
resources� require the expensive intervention of the operating system kernel� and
may waste even more bandwidth by retransmitting a whole message even when
a single ATM cell is dropped� This situation can soon lead to thrashing� since
messages that arrived incomplete will be retransmitted� leading to more cell
drops� which will lead to more message retransmissions� etc� On the contrary�
credit�based �ow control delivers all cells of a message reliably�� relieving higher
levels of the burden of implementing an expensive software �ow control proto�
col� Thus� credit�based �ow control reduces �even eliminates in some cases� the
software intervention and all its associated overheads� while at the same time
allows full utilization of the network�s bandwidth�

Furthermore� credit�based �ow control allows message transmission to start
at maximum �available� transmission rate� being automatically throttled down
to the correct level only if and when necessary� This results in minimum trans�
mission time for a given message� On the contrary� rate�based �ow control has
an initial ramp�up delay �usually a few round�trip times� before it is able to
achieve maximum transmission rate� Thus� a message transmitted using rate�
based �ow control will su�er some initial overhead� which is especially high for
short messages� Given that tra�c in NOWs consists mostly of unpredictable
bursts of short messages� we can easily see that credit�based �ow control is more
appropriate for this kind of tra�c than rate�based �ow control�

� Except in case of line transmission noise	 which is very rare in today�s LAN
technologies
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Fig� �� Indiscriminate �single
lane� back
pressure and bu�er sharing� a burst of cells
destined to A has �lled all available bu�er space in the downstream switch	 and was
then stopped by back
pressure due to contention further down the path to A� As a
result	 a cell destined to B is needlessly blocked in the upstream switch� poor link
utilization results�

��� BackPressure �Credit� Flow Control

Credit �ow control� also called back�pressure� or hop�by�hop window� or vir�
tual channel �circuit� �ow control� dates back to Tymnet �	��� GMDNET �����
and Transpac �	��� in packet switched networks� see also the survey ����� Under
credit �ow control� a cell is only transmitted to the downstream neighbor if the
transmitter knows that bu�er space is available for it at the receiver� This is
implemented as illustrated in �gure 	� using a count of available receiver bu�er
space� This �credit count� is decremented every time a cell departs and is incre�
mented when a credit token is received� credits are sent back every time a unit
of bu�er space becomes available� For a given link peak throughput� the receiver
bu�er space that is necessary and su�cient is equal to this throughput times the
round�trip time �RTT� of data and credits�

In the �single�lane� back�pressure described above� there is no selectivity of
which cells �VCs� it is desirable to stop and which ones to let go� This creates
a behavior similar to head�of�line blocking in input queueing ����� leading to
performance degradation� Also� it is not possible to implement multiple levels of
priority with single�lane back�pressure� An analogy in every�day life is single�lane
streets �where the name came from� cars waiting to turn left block cars headed
straight� If one uses the single�lane credit �ow control described above� and
indiscriminate sharing of bu�er space� then bursty tra�c creates the equivalent
e�ect to head�of�line blocking� as illustrated in �gure ��
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Fig� �� ATLAS I back
pressure� F �ow groups sharing L lanes on a link� A cell can
only depart if it can get a pool credit �so as to ensure that there is bu�er space for it at
the other end� and the �single� credit of its �ow group �so as to ensure that identically
destined cells do not consume excessive bu�er space��

��� The ATLAS I MultiLane BackPressure

Multi�lane �VP�VC�level� credit�based �ow control solves the above perfor�
mance problem by selectively allowing unblocked tra�c to proceed� while pre�
venting congested connections from occupying all available bu�er space thus
delaying all other tra�c as well� In wormhole routing� multi�lane back�pressure
was used to prevent deadlocks ���� or to improve performance ����� multi�lane
wormhole routing has been implemented in hardware in Torus ��� and iWarp
���� For ATM� VC credit�based �ow control extensions have been proposed and
studied for long�distance �WAN� links� e�g� see ��� 	��� In case of contention�
VC�level credits combined with round�robin servicing allow the fair sharing of
the available network capacity among all competing �ows ���� 	�� 		�� DEC�s
GIGAswitch�ATM ���� is a commercial ATM switch that implements VC credit
�ow control� Our earlier switch� Telegraphos �	��� also had a simple form of
multi�lane back�pressure�

The credit �ow control protocol of ATLAS I is reminiscent of� but simpler
than those of ��� and �	��� since the ATLAS I protocol is adapted to short links
and single�chip hardware implementation� ATLAS I credits operate on the gran�
ularity of �ow groups� A �ow group is de�ned as a set of connections� sharing
one or more links in their path through the network� whose cells need never or
can never overtake each other� i�e� whose cell order is preserved over the length
of their common path� Ideally� each �ow group on each network link should con�
sist of all connections whose destination is one� common� single�threaded device�
When this de�nition leads to an impractically large number of �ow groups� ei�
ther a compromise is suggested �group together connections that go to nearby
destinations�� or a higher level of back�pressure signals may be employed to ap�
propriately guide the multiplexing �selection� of cells at their point of entry into
the �ow group�

The ATLAS I chip is optimized for short�distance links� thus� each �ow group
can have at most � credit� for � cell�s worth of bu�er space� � Given that the

� Although each �ow group can have only one ATM cell in each switch	 each link may
have several �ow groups	 and thus several cells in each switch�



round�trip time on links up to several meters long� including switch logic� is no
more than one cell time �about ��� ns�� one credit per �ow group is enough�
This restriction also simpli�es queueing� since there is no need to remember
cell order when at most one cell per VC can be present inside the switch at
any given time� Figure � shows the ATLAS I credit protocol� For each link� the
downstream switch �statically� allocates a bu�er pool of size L� In order for this
bu�er space not to over�ow� the upstream switch maintains a credit count �per
output port�� called pool credit �poolCr�� corresponding to the available pool
space at the receiver� This bu�er is shared among cells according to their �ow
group� As shown in �gure �� separate credit counts� fgCr� are maintained for
each �ow group� initialized to �� Since the bu�er pool contains L cell slots� and
since each �ow group is allowed to occupy at most � of these slots� L of the �ow
groups can share this bu�er pool at any given time� thus� L is the number of
lanes�

A cell belonging to �ow group i can depart if and only if fgCr�i� � � �i�e�
fgCr�i� �� �� and poolCr � �� When it departs� fgCr�i� and poolCr are decre�
mented by �� each �i�e� fgCr�i� becomes ��� When that cell leaves the down�
stream switch� a credit carrying its �ow group ID� i� is sent up�stream� When
credit i is received� fgCr�i� and poolCr are incremented by �� each �i�e� fgCr�i�
becomes ��� The pool credit counts of all upstream neighbors of a switch �for the
links leading to this switch� are initialized to values whose sum does not exceed
the total bu�er space available in the switch�

��� Wormhole Routing and ATM

Several developers are skeptical about adopting ATM for network�based parallel
computing� since several of its properties are fundamentally di�erent from the
familiar wormhole routing that has been successfully used in multiprocessors
for several years� For example� wormhole routing usually employs variable size
messages that propagate as a string of bits �worm� through the network� not
allowing bits of di�erent messages to get interleaved� On the contrary� ATM
employs �xed�size cells that may be intermixed with other cells� since each of
them carries identi�cation information in its header�

We believe however� that ATM with back�pressure �ow control �like that
implemented in ATLAS I� is very similar to wormhole routing� and thus such
ATM networks are more attractive for use NOWs and cluster�based computers
In wormhole routing� message packets may have variable sizes� but they are all a
multiple of a �xed �it size� Although the �it size in early parallel processors was
� byte long� �it sizes in recent wormhole�based interconnection networks range
between eight �
� 	��� sixteen ��	�� and thirty two ���� bytes� Extrapolating from
this trend� �it sizes in the near future may easily reach up to �� bytes �which
is the size of an ATM cell�� Current architecture trends push �it size to higher
values for the following reasons

� The control circuits of a switch must operate at the �it rate �especially if
back�to�back single��it packets are to be handled correctly�� Clock rates in�
crease by about ��� each year �see ��� section ��	�	�� Interconnection network



throughput increases �
� each year ���� page ��� Since network throughput
increases faster than clock speed� if �it size remained constant� �it rate would
increase faster than clock rate� Thus� the control circuits would have to op�
erate at a rate faster than the clock rate� which would make them very
complicated �if implementable at all�� Increasing the �it size� decreases �it
rate� which allows the switch circuits to operate at rates less or equal to the
available clock rate�

� Switch developers prefer short �it sizes� in order to reduce bu�er space
requirements� However� there is no bene�t from reducing �it size below
�round trip time� � Throughput� Reducing �it size to that value reduces
bu�er space requirements� further reduction leaves bu�er space una�ected�
while increasing �it rate� hence control speed� For short low�bandwidth net�
works� �round trip time� � Throughput is a few bits long� For example� for
a ��� Mb�sec link that is one meter long� the above value is close to � bit�
For a modern 	�
 Gb�sec link that is ten meters long� this value is close to
�	 bytes�

On the other hand� it is not desirable to increase �it size with no bound� since
large �its imply long latencies� Most messages� especially in parallel applications�
are short� For example� a cache line is �	��� bytes long� a �remote write� message
is a couple of words long� The prompt delivery and handling of short messages is
critical for the completion time of the most applications ����� Thus� the �it size in
wormhole networks will not exceed a small value� probably in the neighborhood
of �� bytes� Thus� a packet in wormhole routing will be a sequence of ���byte
�its stored in switch bu�ers in the network� This is exactly what an ATLAS
I ATM message is a sequence of ���byte cells �
� bytes including the header�
stored in a sequence of switches from the source node to destination node�

Since latency is of critical importance for short messages� some wormhole net�
works provide multi�lane wormhole routing ����� which allows several messages
to share the same physical link� as long as each of them gets its own lane� Thus�
although some lanes may be blocked with long and slowly moving messages�
some other lanes may be free and allow short messages to get routed to their
destination rapidly� To provide similar properties in ATM networks� ATLAS I
implementsmulti�lane back�pressured �ow control� Each VC �or VP� can occupy
at most a single lane� thus� slowly moving VC�s �or VP�s� leave the remaining
lanes free to other tra�c�

Although both multi�lane wormhole routing and multi�lane back�pressure
ATM base �ow control on credits and lanes� they use lanes di�erently� which
is the reason for their signi�cant performance di�erences� Wormhole dedicates
each lane to a single packet until the end of that packet�s transmission� if the
packet gets blocked� so does the lane� Also� wormhole allows packets with the
same destination to simultaneously occupy multiple lanes on the same link� while
no advantage is gained relative to using a single lane� the remaining tra�c is de�
prived of the additional lanes� In �	�� we compared the performance of these two
network architectures� using simulation� Our simulation results show that� for a
same bu�er size and number of lanes� ATM performs consistently better than



wormhole �by a large margin in several cases� For ATM� saturation throughput
approaches link capacity with bu�er sizes as small as � or � cells per link �for
���port networks�� and stays high regardless of the number of lanes� On the
other hand� multi�lane ATM switches provide much lower delay than single�lane
ones when bursty or hot�spot tra�c is present in the network� When the number
of lanes is higher than the number of hot�spot destinations� non�hot�spot tra�c
remains virtually una�ected by the presence of hot spots� For wormhole routing�
much larger bu�er sizes and many lanes are needed in order to achieve high
saturation throughput� When saturation throughput is low� delay characteris�
tics su�er as well� because any given operating point of the network is closer to
saturation� Bursty and hot�spot tra�c negatively a�ects wormhole performance
to a much larger degree than it does for ATM� �

� Implementation Status

At the time of this writing �December ������ the architecture of ATLAS I has
been fully speci�ed� and the design of the chip is under progress� ATLAS I will
be fabricated by SGS Thomson� Crolles� France� in ��
 �m CMOS technology�
The majority of the chip blocks are synthesized using standard cell libraries and
macrocell generators of the UNICAD SGS�Thomson design environment� while
a few multi�port and CAM blocks are implemented in full�custom� The latter are
basically the Free List� which contains 	
� �ip��ops and a priority encoder� and
the Creditless Cell List� which contains a 	�port memory and a ��port memory
with � search port each� and a 	�port memory with � read�modify port�

The estimated area of the ATLAS I chip is 		
 mm�� as determined by the
pre�existing pad frame to be used� The �� bidirectional serial link interfaces oc�
cupy approximately �� mm�� and another �� mm� are taken by the remaining
pads� The core of the chip is estimated to occupy roughly �	� mm�� Table �
presents preliminary estimates of chip area� the largest block in the core is ex�
pected to be the shared data bu�er� occupying about 	
mm� when implemented
with compiler�generated memories�

� Conclusions

Although ATM is a rapidly advancing standard both for voice�image and data
communications� it has not been widely accepted by the LAN community yet�
since most ATM switches su�er from high latency� and data loss under bursty
tra�c�

In this paper we brie�y described the architecture of ATLAS I� a single chip
ATM switch that is appropriate both for Local Area Networks �NOWs� DANs��
and for Wide Area Networks� since it provides sub�microsecond latency and
back�pressure �ow control that avoid data loss� We have mostly focused on the
novel aspects of ATLAS I� which are

� More information ca be found in �����



Part Area Estimate� mm�

�� Bidirectional Serial Link intf� � pads ��
Other pads ��
Elastic Bu�ers	 etc� ��
Pipelined Shared Data Bu�er ��
Queue Management �full
custom� ��
Credit Extraction	 Queueing	 Insertion ��
Routing�Translation Table ��
Credit Table ��
Control � Monitoring	 other logic ��
Total chip �determined by pad frame� ���

Table �� Area estimates of the ATLAS
I ATM switch

� Sub�microsecond latency� ATLAS I provides cut�through routing �the head of
a cell can depart from the switch before its tail has entered the switch� Short
latency is of crucial importance for several distributed and parallel computer
applications running on gigabit ATM LANs� The sub�microsecond latency of
ATLAS I represents more than an order of magnitude improvement relative
to today�s ATM switch boxes�

� Back�pressure �credit�based� �ow control� Most ATM manufacturers are re�
luctant to adopt credit�based �ow control� since they believe that it requires
large amounts of memory to store ATM cells� Although this is true in WANs�
back�pressure requires very little additional memory when used in LAN en�
vironments� In this paper we present a novel �but simple� credit�based �ow
control algorithm� and show that it is feasible to implement it within the
limited silicon area of a CMOS single�chip ATM switch�

� Single�Chip implementation� Although there exist several single�chip ATM
�switches�� most of them provide little functionality� and operate mostly as
unbu�ered crosspoint matrices� or as bu�ered switches with rather primitive
bu�er organizations� ATLAS I is the �rst single�chip ATM switch to provide
back�pressure �ow control� shared bu�ering� VP�VC translation� and cut�
through capabilities at the same time�

Based on our experience in designing and building ATLAS I� we believe that
it is an appropriate switch for Local Area Network con�gurations� including Net�
works of Workstations �NOWs�� Clusters of Workstations �COWs�� and System
�Desktop� Area Networks �SANs or DANs�� At the same time� by being an ATM
switch� ATLAS I is an appropriate building block for large scale ATMWide Area
Networks�
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